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Abstract 
Sampathkumar, E., Generalizations of independence and chromatic numbers of a graph, Discrete 
Mathematics 115 (1993) 2455251. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and k > 2 be an integer. A set S c V is k-independent if every component in 
the subgraph (S) induced by S has order at most k- 1. The general chromatic number xP(G) of G is 
the minimum order n of a partition P of the set V such that each set V, in P is k-independent, This 
paper develops properties of x~(C) which are generalizations of well-known properties of chromatic 
number. 
An n-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a function f from I/ into N = { 1,2, . . , a} such 
that whenever vertices u and v are adjacent, f(u) #f(v). An equivalent definition which 
provides much motivation for this paper, is that an n-coloring of G is a partition 
(I’,, V,, . . . , V,) of the vertices I/such that the subgraph induced by any two vertices in 
any I’< is disconnected. The chromatic number x(G) of G is the minimum n for which 
G has an n-coloring. 
There are many generalizations of chromatic number existing in the literature. See 
for example [l-5,7- 111. The purpose of this paper is to study yet another generalized 
coloring of a graph. 
We follow the notation and terminology of the book [6]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and k 2 2 be an integer. A set S c V is k-independent (I,-set) 
if the subgraph (T) induced by any k-point subset T of S is disconnected. A partition 
{Vi, V,, . . . , V,} of V is an Ik-partition if each Vi is an Zk-set. An I,-coloring of G is 
a coloring of the vertices of G such that the set of all vertices receiving the same color is 
an Zk-set. An I,-coloring which uses r colors is called a (k, r)-coloring. The k-chromatic 
number xk(G) of G is the minimum number of colors needed in an I,-coloring of G. If 
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xk(G) = n, then G is said to be (k, n)-chromatic. The k-independence number fiok = /L(G) 
of G is the maximum cardinality of an Ik-set. Clearly, any independent set of vertices in 
G is an I,-set for all k > 2, and &(G) = j&(G), the independence number of G. Also, 
x~(G)=x(G), the chromatic number of G. 
Since xk(G) is one of the most natural generalizations of x(G), many well-known 
results on x(G) can be easily reformulated in a general form for xk(G). We concentrate 
here on generalizations which are nontrivial. 
We start with some elementary observations, and omit proofs in many cases since 
they are either easy or similar to the corresponding results on x(G). 
We note that Xk(Kp)=rp/(k-l)J and Xk(G)<rp/(k-l)J for any graph G of 
order p. 
Proposition 1. Let G be a graph of order p, and 3 < k < p. If G is a cycle or any connected 
bipartite graph, then xA(G) = 2. 
Proposition 2. Any I,-set is an I,-set for all r with 2 <k < r. 
Corollary 2.1. For 2 <k < r 
B,=Po2~BoJC~L 
Xr<<Xk<X2=X. 
(1) 
(2) 
Proposition 3. For any graph of order p, 
P<Xk<p-,$,k+l. 
P ok 
Proposition 4. For any graph G = (V, E) 
(i) ‘Ok -<Po<Bok, 
k-l 
(ii) 31 -<xk<<x. 
k-l 
PrOOf. (i) Let SC V be an I,-set with ISI =j$k. Clearly, the subgraph (S) can contain 
at most /3,, components, each component containing at most k- 1 vertices. Thus, 
[,!?I =&<(k- l)pO. Now the result follows from (1). 
(ii) Let {VI, V,,..., K} be an Ik-partition of v with r=Xk(G), and x((K))= ti. 
Clearly, ti Q k - 1 for each i. Hence 
X(G)G:CtiG(k- f)Xk(G). 
This together with (2) yields (ii). 0 
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We now present a lower bound for xk(G) involving the order and size of G. 
Proposition 5. For any (p, q)-graph G, 
XR(@ 2
P2 
(k-2)p+p2-2q’ 
Proof. Let t=x,JG) and {VI, V2,. ., K} be an I,-partition of V. Suppose 1 Kl =ni, 
16 i < t. Clearly, the degree in G of any vertex in 6 is at most (k - 2) + 1 j+ i nj. Hence 
2q=xdegu$il ni(k-2+zinj) 
=(k-2) i ni+ i ni C nj 
i=l i=l j+i 
=(k-2)p+ i ni( i nj)- i nf 
i= 1 j=l i= 1 
=(k-2)p+p2- i n’. 
i=l 
The sum C f = 1 nf is minimized when ni = p/xk. Thus 
2q d (k - 2)~ + P’ - P~IxJG), 
and the result follows. 0 
When k=2, this gives a known result for x(G). 
Further generalizations 
It is well known that for every positive integer n, there exists an n-chromatic 
triangle-free graph. This result can be deduced from a more general result. 
Proposition 6. Given a positive integer n, there exists a I&+,-free graph G with 
L(G) = n. 
Proof. We prove this result by induction on n. When n = 1 or 2, this is true. Assume 
that H is a Kk+,-free graph with xk(H)=n. Let V(H)={vI,v2, . . ..v.} be the vertex set 
of H. We show that there exists a K k + l-free graph G with xk(G) = n + 1. We construct 
a graph G from H by introducing a vertex u and sets Si = { Uil, uiz, , Ui(k _ 1l ) of k - 1 
vertices, i= 1,2, . . . . p. The vertex u is joined to each vertex in Si, 1 <i <p, and in 
addition each vertex in Si is joined to every vertex to which vi is adjacent, 1~ i < p. 
To see that G is Kk + l-free, first observe that u does not belong to any Kk + 1. Since 
no two vertices in Uy= 1 Si are adjacent, any Kk+ 1 consists of a Uij, 1 <i <p, 
ldj<k-I, and k vertices, say Uil,viz r.,.) Uik of H. But by construction this would 
imply that the vertices ui, vii, oil, . . . , Vik induce a K1, + I in H, which is not true. 
Let a (k, ta)-coloring of H be given. Now, assign to all vertices in Sj, 1~ i,<p, 
a (n + 1)-th color. Assign some color i, 1 < i < n to U. This produces a (k, n + 1)-coloring 
of G. Hence, xk(G) < n + 1. Suppose xk(G) < n, and let there be given a (k, n)-coloring 
of G with colors 1,2, . . . . n, say. Suppose u is assigned the color n. Since 
lSil = k- 1,l <i <p, necessarily at least two different colors are used to color the 
vertices in Si u (u}, one of which being n, the color given to U. Since x~(H) = n, the color 
n is given to some vertices in H. Let Ui be a vertex of H having the color n. As observed 
above, some vertex in Si is colored r # n. Since each vertex in Si is adjacent to all 
vertices in N(Ui), the set of all neighbors of vi, at most (k-2) vertices in N(vi) are 
colored r. Replace the color n given to vi by the color r. Recoloring each vi in H having 
the color n, in this way we have a (k, n - l)-coloring of H, a contradiction. Thus 
Xk(G)=n+ 1. 0 
When k = 2, we get a known result. Note that G is K k+ 1-free does not imply that G is 
&-free, and in particular, G triangle-free. 
Critical and Minimal Graphs. Let G = (V, E) be an n-chromatic graph and em Vu E. 
Then e critical if x(G - e) = n - 1. If each vertex (edge) of G is critical then G is n-critical 
(n-minimal). We generalize these concepts as follows. Let G be a (k, n)-chromatic graph. 
Then G is (k, n)-critical (or Ilk(G)-critical) if xk(G-u)=n- 1 for all us V, and G is 
(k, n)-minimal if xJG - e) = n - 1 for all eE E. Clearly, an n-critical (n-minimal) graph 
G is (2, n)-critical((2, n)-minimal). One can easily verify that the complete graph K, is 
(k, n)-critical if, and only if, p 5 1 mod( k- 1). The wheel We on six vertices is both 
(3,3)-critical and (3,3)-minimal. 
We now generalize many well known results on n-critical graphs. To begin with we 
state a result which follows directly from earlier studies [2]. 
(R). A (k, n)-critical graph contains an induced (k. r)-critical subgruph for all r, 
26rbn. 
The following two observations, though trivial, are useful later. 
Proposition I. If G is (k,n)-minimal and has no isolated vertices, then G is (k,n)- 
critical. 
Proof. Every vertex u in G is incident to at least one edge e. Now, n - 1 Q x,JG - v) < 
Xk(G-e)=n-1, so that XJG-v)=n-1, and G is (k,n)-critical. 0 
Proposition 8. If G is (k, n)-critical, and B is any I,-set of G, then G-B is (k, n- l)- 
chromatic. 
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In this work on n-critical graphs (those whose chromatic number decreases for any 
proper subgraph), Toft [12] has characterized n-critical graphs in terms of their 
(n - 1)-critical subgraphs. We generalize his result to (k, n)-critical graphs. The proof 
is similar to the corresponding generalization theorem obtained by Brown and 
Corneil [2]. 
Proposition 9. Let n 2 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) G is (k, n)-critical. 
(b) For VE V(G), let SV, SV,, . . . . SF” be all maximal I,-sets containing v. Then G-S: 
contains a (k, n - l)-critical subgraph. If FP is any one, then 
I’(G) (v} = ij J’(F:). (3) 
i=l 
(c) Let S1,S2, . . . . S, be all the maximal X,-sets of G. Then G - Si contains a (k, n - l)- 
critical subgraph. Zf Fi is any such one, then 
V(G)= b V(Fi). (4) 
i=l 
Proof. (a) 5 (b). By the result (R) and Proposition 8, G -Sy contains a (k, n - l)- 
critical subgraph. Let w be any vertex of G from different v, { V, , V,, . . . , V,_ 1 } be any 
I,-partition of G-w, and VE 6. Clearly, xk(G- w - V,)= n - 2. Since vi is an Zk-set, 
VEV~,I$CSY and w$Sy, since otherwise, x~(G-w--V~)>X~(G-SY)=~-~, a contra- 
diction. In fact, w is in any (k, n - 1)-critical subgraph of G - vi (hence of G - Sg) as 
xk(G-w- K)=n-2 and xk(G- K)=n- 1. Thus, wEFi, and (3) follows. 
(b)*(c). For any VEV(G) and l<i<r,, we have S~E(S~,S~,...,S,} so that 
v(G)= u O’(G)-{v))c ii WA 
ucV(G) i=l 
and (4) follows. 
(c)*(a). If{V1, VZ,..., V, _ 1} is an I,-partition of V(G), then xJG - vi) d n - 2, and 
if Vi c Si, then xk(G - Si) < xk(G - Vi) d n - 2, a contradiction. Thus, xJG) > n. We now 
show that xk(G - w) < n - 1 for all WE V(G). Let WE V(G). Then for some iE{ 1,2, . . . , r}, 
w is in every (k, n - 1)-critical subgraph of G - Si, since otherwise we could choose Fts 
such that w$Ur=, J’(Fi). Thus Xk(G-Si-w)=n-2, which implies that 
X,JG - w) d n - 1. This completes the proof. 0 
We now strengthen the result (R) using Proposition 9. 
Corollary 9.1. Zf G is (k, n)-critical, n > 2, 1~ Y < n - 1, and vl, v2, . . . , v, are any distinct 
vertices, then there is a (k, n - r)-critical subgraph of G containing v but not vI , v2, . . . , v,. 
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Proof. By part (b) of Proposition 9, u is in some (k, n - 1)-critical subgraph of G - u1 , 
so that the result is true for r = 1. Suppose F is a (k, n -(r - 1))-critical subgraph of G, 
(26r <n- l), containing v but not ul, u2, . . . . v,_ 1. As above, there exists a (k, n-r)- 
critical subgraph F1 of F containing v but not v, (if v,+! V(F), then any (k, n - r)-critical 
subgraph of F containing v will do). Clearly, F1 is the required graph, so that the result 
follows by induction. 0 
It is well known that every critically n-chromatic graph, na2, is (n- 1)-edge 
connected. This is also true for (k, n)-critical graphs. Note that this does not follow the 
above known result since a x(G)-critical graph G need not be Xk(G)-critical and 
conversely. For example, every complete graph K,, p3 2 is p-critical. But if 
of 1 mod(k- l), then K, is not (k. r)-critical where r=X,JK,). Also, the cycle Cs is 
(6,2)-critical but it is not 2-critical. 
Proposition 10. Every (k, n)-critical graph G, n 32, is (n- 1) edge connected. 
Proof. The result is true when k =2. Assume that k > 3, and G is not (n - 1)-edge 
connected. Then there exists a partition of V(G) into sets Vi and Vz such that the set E’ 
of edges joining V, and Vz contains fewer than n - 1 edges. Since G is (k, n)-critical, the 
subgraphs Gi = (Vi), i= 1,2 are (k, n - 1)-colorable. Let each of G1 and Gz be Ik- 
colored with at most n - 1 colors, using the same set of n - 1 colors. If each edge in 
E’ is incident with vertices of different colors, then G is (k, n- 1)-colorable. 
This contradicts the fact that x,JG)=n. Hence there are edges in E’ incident with 
vertices having the same color. We show that the colors assigned to the elements 
of V, may be permuted so that each edge in E’ joins vertices assigned different 
colors. Again this will imply that xk(G) d n - 1, produce a contradiction and complete 
the proof. 
In the I,-coloring of Gr, let Ui, Uz, . . . . U, be those color classes of G1 such that for 
eachi,1didmdn-1,thereisatleastoneedgejoiningUiandG,.Fori=1,2,...,m, 
assume that there are ni edges joining Ui and G2. Hence for each i, 1 d i< m, it follows 
that ni>O, and x?“=, ni<n-2. 
If no vertex u1 of U1 is adjacent to a vertex of G2 having the same color of ur, then 
the assignment of colors to the vertices of G1 is not altered. If not, in G1 we may 
permute the n - 1 colors, so that in the new assignment of colors to the vertices of G1 , 
no vertex of U1 is adjacent to a vertex of G2 having the same color. This is possible 
since the vertices of U 1 may be assigned any one of at least (n- l)- nl colors and 
(n- 1)-ni >O. 
If in this new assignment of colors to the vertices of G1 no vertex u2 of U2 is adjacent 
to any vertex of Gz having the same color as u2, then no (additional) permutation of 
colors in G1 is needed. If not, in Gr we may permute the n - 1 colors, leaving the color 
assigned to U1 fixed, so that no vertex of U1 u U2 is adjacent to a vertex of G2 having 
the same color. This can be done since the vertices of U2 can be assigned any one of 
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(n - 1) - (n2 + 1) colors, and 
(n- 1)-(n,+ 1)2(n- 1)-(nr +n,)>O. 
Continuing this process, we arrive at a (k, n- 1)-coloring of G, which is a 
contradiction. 0 
Since every connected (k, n)-minimal graph is (k, n)-critical, we have the following. 
Corollary 10.1. Zf G is connected (k, n)-minimal graph, ~122, then G is (n- 1)-edge 
connected. 
The above two results imply that the edge connectivity A(G)>n- 1 for every 
(k, n)-critical graph, or connected (k, n)-minimal graph G. Since E.(G)<8(G), the 
minimum degree of G, we have the following 
Corollary 10.2. If G is (k, n)-critical or connected (k, n)-minimal, then 
J(G)an- 1. 
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